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elcome to the College, and welcome to this
lecture and exhibition in the very distinguished series
that has been supported by the Jerwood Foundation.
We are very grateful to the Jerwood Foundation for
the support we have received, and it’s been a long and
interesting series culminating now in this exhibition
and lecture-the exhibition by Melinda Camber Porter
and the lecture by Robin Hamlyn. I am Allan Doig,
a Fellow of the College and the coordinator of the
series. It is a very special welcome back to Melinda
Camber Porter, who is a member of the College and
read Modern Languages here. She has been involved
in a wide variety of artistic endeavors, from writing,
through music and film, to painting, and the college
is pleased to host this exhibition of paintings that I
think of as central to her whole artistic project. But it
is not for me tonight to discuss the works themselves.

That will be in the capable hands of Robin Hamlyn,
Senior Curator of Prints and Drawings at the Tate.
He is an internationally recognised expert on William
Blake, having curated the great Blake exhibition at Tate
Britain, which went from there to the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. I am happy to introduce
Robin Hamlyn.

The Reverend Dr. Allan Doig
Fellow and Keeper of Pictures
at Lady Margaret Hall
Lady Margaret Hall
Oxford University
November, 2004
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hank you very much for the kind words of
introduction from Dr. Frances Lannon [Vol. 2, No. 2]
and the Reverend Dr. Allan Doig. It’s very nice to be
called an “internationally recognised” Blake expert,
although I consider myself a person of fairly modest
achievements in the field of Blake studies. Over the
years, in my experience, artists will say just that, but
when you start looking a bit further into it, they don’t
actually owe Blake very much. They might know the
odd verse from Songs of Innocence and Experience, but no
more than most of us would know—perhaps a line
from Jerusalem or something like that. Blake is actually
a rather convenient hook upon which to hang one’s
reputation as an artist and as a poet.

So that’s an interesting starting point. I’ve had quite a
number of artists who’ve come up to me and said just
that: can we talk about Blake, because he’s influenced
my art. That’s when one discovers that maybe that’s
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William Blake Illuminates
the Works of Melinda Camber Porter
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Foreword

not a sustainable thesis in terms of that particular
person.
But Melinda’s actually different. Melinda came to the
Tate long before the Blake exhibition and curiously
enough came to me via a colleague of mine who is
a Constable expert. Not quite sure how that arrived,
but my colleague, the Constable specialist, referred
Melinda to me because I was the Blake expert at the
Tate. And what was quite clear was that Melinda
knew about Blake. I hadn’t seen any of her art at that
time, but she spoke about Blake with insight. She had
actually read him, and that’s quite a challenge, because
Blake is not an easy poet to read and his art is actually
quite complex, although in the end simpler than it
might at first seem. So Melinda, as I say, was different.
And in subsequent conversations it transpired that she
had actually thought about Blake from about the age
of 6 or 7. She knew Songs of Innocence and of Experience,
William Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter | xv
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Melinda wasn’t content to stop there, and she came to
the Tate to the 1974 Blake exhibition, which was an
exhibition I went to, long before I became a curator
at the Tate. She’s described it as a great exhibition,
as it rightly was—it was the great Blake exhibition
of our generation and certainly of the last century.
And she carried on looking at Blake, and she started
painting watercolors, which were inspired by Blake
and started linking up, just as Blake had done, words
and image, which is of course the abiding sense one
has of all Blake’s work, because he wrote his poems,
he printed them, and he ornamented them in what
he called his illuminated books, and we have here a
display which is called Luminous Bodies, so there is an
obvious connection with Blake’s approach to how you
communicate your thoughts—the page is illuminated,
or luminous. For Blake it meant specifically throwing
light on people and his thoughts, rather as illuminated
manuscripts, of course.
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which one would accept is the starting point for many
people with Blake and the most accessible point for
many people with Blake and the most accessible point
at which to arrive at some sense of Blake’s great
humanity and his passions and his outsiderish qualities,
which is a very important part of his psyche. But that’s
the pastoral Blake, which is the easily accessible Blake.

xvi | William Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter

Cover of William Blake’s The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, 1790
Printed and published by William Blake in 1794
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The words and images, as you can see as you walk
around this room, are an essential ingredient of
Melinda’s work. And it’s a very exciting and a very
difficult thing to do, to combine word and image.
One of the complications we have with Blake’s work
is that sometimes the words don’t seem to match the
simplicity of the images—you have to work quite hard.
But I’ve always found that the image illuminates the
words far more than the other way around. This is
absolutely constant in Blake’s work and looking at any
person who has been inspired by Blake to the extent
Melinda has, this quality of word and image is what
one is looking out for all the time.
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Melinda Camber Porter (British, 1953–2008)
I Imagined You, Long Before I Met You, 1995
Sepia pen and ink on paper
9 x 6 ½ inches
Luminious Bodies: Fourth Circle, No. 49

What Melinda has done in this particular series—this
is just a small proportion of it—I’ve seen many more
in her studio in New York—is to really center on what
is the essence of not only Blake’s writings and his
meanings in his writings but also the way he lived his
life. Her works are Blakean not only in form but also
in their philosophic relationship between the spiritual
and the material worlds. Melinda’s philosophy as
expressed in her paintings is guided by Blake’s thoughts
particularly in the way they both view so similarly the
relationship between the spiritual and the material
worlds. Both Melinda and Blake’s works are focused
on an exploration of the relationship between the soul

William Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter | xvii

that is Blake’s critique of rationalism. Because, of
course, Newton had demolished the imagination by
getting the planetary system into orbit. Everything
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was all sorted, and there wasn’t much left for people
to think about, once you’ve done that. Certainly not
in the Christian church, which was a highly rational
thing for Blake, the ten commandments being one of
the worst aspects of the rationalism, of course.
So Blake was thinking about the 5 senses, and we
can see in the pictures around this wall the 5 senses
exemplified. We can also see what Blake called—well,
he didn’t call it as such—but there is a deduction to
be drawn from his definition of the senses, because
there is a sixth sense, which is the fifth sense, touch,
which is taken beyond that, and Blake calls it sex. And
this is another dimension to the way in which the body
works—not only physically of course but spiritually.
And so touch in that sense is an immensely important
aspect of Blake’s art. And there is not a picture in this
room where you cannot see touch being absolutely the
chief operative in how we go about our lives and what
we get out of our lives and what makes the body part
of the soul.
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These ideas are expressed clearly in his illuminated
book called The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, printed
between 1790 and 1793. And, not surprisingly, Melinda
has acknowledged that The Marriage of Heaven and Hell
is “a Bible” for her. You say that to many people these
days and they won’t know what on earth you’re talking
about, but it was in many ways Blake’s Bible, although
a rather confusing book with so many different
interpretations imposed upon it, it’s best just to read
it as it is. But in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, Blake
talks about the contraries. He compares and sets up
against an era that man has two conflicting principles,
that is a body and a soul, and that was how people of his
time thought of man, as two separate manifestations,
a body and a soul. But the real perceptions Blake saw
was “man has no body distinct from his soul, for that
called body is a portion of soul designed by the five
senses, the chief inlets of soul in this age.” Now Blake
was talking of his own age, which was of course the
age of rationalism. One of the things Blake was firmly
against was rationalism, and if you see and remember
the last color print showing Newton with his compasses
measuring out a triangle under water, or so it seems,
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and the body. This theme is at the centre of Blake’s
works as it is at the centre of Melinda’s works. I can go
on forever about this topic.
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So that’s one aspect, a crucial aspect, of what we see in
this room. We can see other things as well. It’s one thing
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term bounding, but he probably meant it in a slightly
different way, in that it’s a line that bounds—something
that goes around the body, for example, when you draw
the body. But it does take it far beyond that sense of
restricting the body to what is contained within the
line—that is his anti-rational approach.
		
So we have that element, we have the color, we have
the handling of the paint—Melinda is a watercolorist,
and that is a very difficult medium to handle. With oil
it’s easy to correct things or just go over it, but with
watercolor, once you’ve done it, you’ve done it. If it’s
good quality paper you can lift some watercolor out
and rework it, and so forth. But this is all—like in
these works here, I can see one or two what we call
scratchings out, which is the sort of thing Turner did
to make highlights in the paint. Not the sort of thing
that Blake did, of course. But we can see that it’s all
instantaneous—it’s on the paper as done, and that says
it all. That’s the mark of a good artist, a significant
artist, and an artist who knows her business. So we
have that thing, which is one of the great pleasures of
looking at these works.
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talking about Blake and an artist who is clearly inspired
by Blake in terms of the philosophy and the words and
that sort of thing, but actually art goes much beyond
that. I think what we forget very often about Blake,
certainly among many Blake scholars, is that Blake is
actually a brilliant artist. He’s a wonderful wordsmith,
and he’s great at combining words with images, but
he conforms in so many ways which we overlook to
the great artists like Titian, whom he abhorred, or
Raphael, whom he admired hugely, or like Turner,
who he didn’t know. Blake was a great colorist. And we
can see in these works here that Melinda is a terrific
colorist. The mood that she sets out to strike in each
of these watercolors is reflected in the color. So we can
see, for example, in For L [Pl. 83], that brilliant ruddy
orange—red is the color of passion, for example. And
passion is one of the great undertones in this series.
And then you can see in You Find Infinity [Pl. 22, Vol. 2,
No. 2] that somber umber color, which sets the mood
for what is at first sight a graveside scene—earth colors.
And this is one part of what constitutes art.
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Another part is the use of line, and Melinda’s line
has a rather extraordinary quality, which is extremely
simple—and the greatest line is simple. Blake called
it the bounding line, which is an interesting word,
because it incorporates a sort of physicality in the

We also have the next, which is the greatest thing, which
is one of the reasons it’s so marvelous to see a display like
this in a university college—we have the imagination at
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intimately connected. And it celebrates life and soul.
And I’m not sure you can write an obituary. You can
write an obituary for body, but there’s no way of coming
back to the soul and giving passing commentary on that
in the Times. You can indicate what the soul consists of
in so many words, but it would never be true because
there’s no way of knowing what the soul is and what
it’s arrived at the end of a life, except it doesn’t have a
life in its own right, of course—it carries on.
So this is the imagination at work in a creative way
visually and also in the way the words link up with the
images. I suppose my one regret is that we don’t have
the complete series here—300 or so?—but also the
other thing I think is perhaps missing, and this is not
at all a criticism, is why you haven’t produced a book.
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work. And it seems to me that one lesson that can be
learned from Blake and which any artist inspired by
Blake takes on board seriously, as Melinda has done, is
to appreciate the imagination and what it’s about and
how—again quoting Blake—the imagination is God in
man. God up there, and even Satan down there, is part
of the godliness in man. Blake says that imagination
is God in man, but imagination or the human eternal
body in every man is what he annotates beside one
of the Barkley’s philosophical texts. “Imagination or
the divine body in every man—divine as opposed to
eternal. The eternal body of man is the imagination.”
And then in Jerusalem, his great final illuminated book,
“Oh human imagination, Oh divinebody, I have
crucified.” We can see these elements filtering through
in this representative collection of this work here. What
it’s about, really, I think this is what we can learn—we
can see the senses at work, we can see the imagination
at work, and we can see what Melinda has set out to
do, which is to underline the fact that the soul and
body are not separate but they’re one and the same
thing. They’re united.
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This series was originally called Obituary, but obituary
is really the wrong word for this because it is about
the imagination. It’s also about what survives from the
body, which is the soul of course, but they are certainly

xx | William Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter

An illuminated book, with relief actions; if you want
to go the whole hog with Blake then you need to start
writing backwards on copper plate and move into
etching and printmaking. This might be a bit more
difficult and would take up too much space, and it’s
quite dangerous with children around, with the acids.
But that might be a possibility. And I could see this
becoming a rather extraordinary and important book.
Maybe you’ve gone as far as you feel you can go, and
you would have to start all over again, of course.
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for some time but the soul was redeemed finally—with
the creation of Eve out of Adam. It’s not really strictly
that—it’s not that at all—but it does help inform
the whole cycle. It’s sort of mythological—there is a
Christian content in it as well—I never talked about
this with Melinda so I’m being very presumptuous in
making that sort of connection—but it does move into
a bigger sort of dimension.
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Now some of the drawings—or watercolors, I should
say—they sort of bring certain points up to a realization.
This end one, on the right, which is called Remembrance
of the Resurrection [Pl. 11, Vol. 2, No.2]. And resurrection
is of course what unity is about, so the body and the
soul—we think of it in solely Christian terms and we
think about it in Blakean terms—are united in the figure
of Christ. We have the resurrection. So there’s a unity
here, which also emerges in the title. It’s six circles,
and of course the circle is a unity in its own right. It
has other resonances, of course. My first thought, and
I wouldn’t be the only person to think this, is Dante
and the circles of hell, of course, but then we have the
spiral up the map of Purgatory and so forth and so on.
But it is a journey, what we see here, and it’s a journey
of unity, I suppose, which relates to the separate circle
into which the cycle is broken down.
		
And then You Find Infinity [Pl. 22, Vol. 2, No. 2]. The
color is of course rather dramatic, flamelike coloring—
an association with flame is constantly applied not only
to the soul but also to the human being. The idea of
the being as a flame and the mind as a flame. And this
is similar to Blake’s concept of holding infinity in the
palm of your hand. But it goes a little bit further than
that. I read into the two figures—one can think back to
a root out of which eternity grows—we were damned

To move on to another one—Hurtling Loneliness—this
is an extraordinarily dramatic image, which has fairly
obvious connections with Hell but I’m thinking very
much in Blakean terms on this and in Dantesque terms
I suppose. It is also an image that possesses a curious
mixture of terrible fate, with ecstasy as well, and this
again is one of the themes that emerges within the
cycle.
With Revolving Love and Hatred Remakes the Stream of
Life [Pl. 87]—wonderful image, of course, the stream
of life—a powerful image which we will know from
other literature. So we have revolving love and hatred
remaking the stream of life, but again we can see how
it fits into this idea of the circular motive, one of the
6 of course into which the cycle is divided. Returning
always to the center—my heart frees me and then
binds me to you. Which is of course the symbolism we

William Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter | xxi

Then we have The Fertility of Buried Souls, a deep earthy
brown color, which is titled. An obvious aspect of it
is the earth color, and one can say dust to dust. But

Then we have Your Ecstasy, My Desire [Pl. 72].
Interestingly, Blake never uses the word “ecstasy,”
which comes as a bit of a surprise to me, because there
is so much ecstasy in his work. But he doesn’t use the
word “ecstasy.” He does use “desire,” of course. It’s an
extraordinary sort of usage, because in one context his
god of reason, Urizen, talks about one command, one
joy, one desire—that’s what we’re allowed in this life,
so to speak. But this image takes us beyond that. One
can take it alongside the revolving love and hatred of
the work that is just to the left of it. But I think we can
also see literally the lineaments of gratified desire. And
one could develop that into the bounding line. The
bounding line, in the case of that work on the righthand side, is actually very different from all the other
lines in this display, although it vaguely connects with
that of the right-hand image of the work on the lefthand side, where you have two bodies realized in full
freedom and actual detail and where you have what
Blake would have called emanations, which is the other
part of men’s and women’s souls. Strictly speaking, for
Blake it’s the images of the feminine side of man’s
persona, but women have emanations as well.

there is also this other thought, which I feel does spring
from Blake, which is that the buried soul—re talked
about resurrection, we talked about eternity and seen
instances of it. There is the buried soul and all its gems,
which is the way Blake described it, and that’s the way
in which the soul continues.
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have within the ring itself—the object of a ring, hollow
in the center but with a continuous border around it.
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And then the final one which struck me, which I’ve
already referred to, For L. [Pl. 83], the grave and its
burnt colors, and also its anger, I feel, the paper is torn.
You can see them quite clearly, those two gashes in the
paper.

xxii | William Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter

My first thought was of Beethoven and the Eroica
Symphony, where Beethoven scratched out on his
manuscript score deleting the dedication to Napoleon.
But the point is that anger manifests itself—not so
much anger, but fearlessness—and in order to produce
art like this you have to be like Blake. You have to be
like Melinda. You have to be absolutely fearless. And
in that work she hasn’t hesitated to use the paper as
part of the image, but not concerned, not too worried,
if it makes the point, to destroy the paper. And that
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takes courage. I think any of us here who have done
any drawing or painting—you hate interrupting what
you’ve done. You want it to remain as perfect as you’ve
finished it and the paper to remain flat and to be framed
satisfactorily and people know exactly what you’re
doing. But here we have the fearlessness of Melinda’s
imagination and a rule that is applicable to all art, I
think—that art should be absolutely fearless.
Thank you.
Robin Hamlyn

Robin Hamlyn is Senior Curator, Tate Collections, for the period
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1780–1860, at the Tate. He is a renowned Blake expert and has

writen and lectured widely on Blake and other 18th- and 19th-century
British painters. He was the curator and co-editor of the catalogue

of the major Blake exhibition at Tate Britain (2000–2001), which
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also traveled to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York City.
He has also curated a number of other Blake exhibitions at the Tate
and was the cuator of a major Blake exhibition shown in Madrid and

Photo: British Consulate, New York
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Barcelona in 1996.

Robin Hamlyn and Melinda Camber Porter at her
exhibition at the British Cultural Consulate, 2006
New York
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Celebration and Mourning
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Never Doubt That We Conceived
1995
Pen and ink, watercolor on paper
9 x 6 ½ inches
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Luminious Bodies: Fourth Circle
No. 46
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Inscription: “Melinda Dec 1995 Never doubt that we conceived each other”
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Fifth Circle
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Celebration and Mourning
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Softly, Visions Arise from Your Flesh
1996
Pen and ink, watercolor on paper
9 x 6 ½ inches
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Luminious Bodies: Fifth Circle
No. 57
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Inscription: “[erased] Melinda Jan 1996”
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Sixth Circle
of
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Celebration and Mourning
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A Wave of Sadness Stronger than Death
1996
Pen and ink, watercolor on paper
11 x 9 ½ inches

IE

Luminous Bodies: Sixth Circle
No. 75
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Inscription: “A wave of sadness took you from me, sadness stronger than Death. Melinda Jan 1996. A wave of sadness took you from me,
sadness stronger than Death.”
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Melinda Camber Porter in front of Lincoln Center with sculptures by Auguste Rodin, 1985
Collection of the Melinda Camber Porter Archive
Photo: Joyce Baronio
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Melinda Camber Porter
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British, 1953–2008
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elinda Camber Porter was born in London and
graduated from Oxford University with a First Class
Honors degree in Modern Languages. She began her
writing career in Paris as a cultural correspondent for
The Times of London. French culture is the subject of
her book Through Parisian Eyes (published by Oxford
University Press), which the Boston Globe describes as
“a particularly readable and brilliantly and uniquely
compiled collection.”
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She interviewed many leading cultural figures in
film and literature from Europe and America over
her career. These included Nobel Prize winners Saul
Bellow, Gunter Grass, Eugenio Montale, and Octavio
Paz, writers including Joyce Carol Oates, Joan Didion,
and Frances Sagan, and filmmakers Michael Apted,
Martin Scorsese, and Wim Wenders, among many
others. [Audio recordings are available for more than
fifty of these cultural interviews.]

Her novel Badlands, a Book-of-the-Month Club
selection, was set on South Dakota’s Pine Ridge Indian
Reservation. It was acclaimed by Louis Malle, who said:
“better than a novel, it reads like a fierce poem, with a
devastating effect on our self-esteem,” and by Publishers
Weekly, which called it, “a novel of startling, dreamlike
lyricism.”
A traveling art exhibition celebrating Melinda’s
paintings, curated by the late Leo Castelli, opened at
the French Embassy in New York City in 1993. This
exhibition, sponsored by the National Endowment
for the Arts and the French Embassy, traveled to cities
across the United States through 1997.
Peter Trippi, Editor of Fine Art Connoisseur magazine said:
“In our era of slickly produced images, teeming with
messages rather than feelings, Melinda’s art strikes a
distinctive balance between the achingly personal
Biography of Melinda Camber Porter | 99
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Melinda Camber Porter leaves a prolific and creative
legacy with thousands of paintings; more than two
hundred hours of audio and film interviews with
global creative figures in the arts, film, and literature;
and tens of thousands of pages of writings: novels,
plays, essays, journalism, and volumes of poetry.
Her creative and spiritual works will be enjoyed for
generations to come.
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A film documenting the creation of her paintings
featured in the art exhibition The Art of Love showed
regularly on Public Television stations nationally,
and a collection of her poetry and paintings, also
entitled The Art of Love, served as companion to the
show.

Robin Hamlyn, noted world expert on William
Blake and senior curator of Tate Britain’s Blake
and Turner collections, delivered a lecture and
wrote a book on her watercolors entitled William
Blake Illuminates the Works of Melinda Camber Porter.
Mr. Hamlyn writes about her, “I believe that all
great art is, in its essence, defined by fearlessness.
Both Melinda Camber Porter’s and William Blake’s
works exemplify and illuminate the fearlessness that
is part of the very essence of all great art.”

CO

and the aesthetically beautiful. This equilibrium has
developed, at least in part, through her discerning
openness to a range of historical mentors, William Blake
being the figure she has admired most passionately,”
and “not surprisingly she finds particular pleasure
in Gauguin’s notebooks, which erase the boundaries
between image and word.”
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Her paintings have also served as the primary
inspiration and as backdrops for several of her
theatrical works. She created the backdrops, book,
and lyrics for the musical Night Angel, with music
by Carmen Moore, which was originally performed
at The Clark Theater Lincoln Center, in New York
City. She created the book, lyrics, and backdrops for
the rock-opera-in-progress, Journey to Benares, with
music, direction, and choreography by Elizabeth
Swados, which was performed at the Asia Society
and Museum in New York City in November 2003.
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Obituaries of Melinda Camber Porter
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East Hampton Star, East Hampton, New York.
Lady Margaret Hall, Oxford University, Oxford, England, United Kingdom.
New York Women in Film & Television, New York, New York.
The Sag Harbor Express, Sag Harbor, New York.
Southampton Press, Southampton, New York.
The Times, London, England, United Kingdom.
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For More Information from
Blake Press and the Melinda Camber Porter Archive:

IE

info@melindacamberporter.com

www.MelindaCamberPorter.com

V

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Melinda_Camber_Porter
www.cultureunplugged.com/storyteller/Joseph_Flicek
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www.amazon.com/Melinda-Camber-Porter/e/B001HQ1BS6
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Francesca, Piero della, xxix
Garden of Love, The (Blake), xxvii
Grave, The (Blair), xxix
Hamlyn, Robin, foreward by, xv–xxiii
Hurtling Loneliness [Pl. 78] (Camber Porter), xx, 69
imagination, power of, xviii, xix–xx, xxviii
Jerusalem (Blake), xv, xx
Jerwood Gallery, xiii, xv–xxiii
Journey to Benares (Camber Porter), xxxi
Judeo-Christian Philosophy, xxv
L’Indie Fantome (Camber Porter), xxx
La Semence [Pl. 54] (Camber Porter), xxviii
Lady Margaret Hall, xiii, xv–xxiii
Laffont, Robert, xxv
Malatesta, Paolo, xxx
Marriage of Heaven and Hell, The (Blake), xvii
Newton and rationalism, xvii
passion, as theme of Luminous Bodies series, xxx
Raphael, xvii
rationalism, Blake’s opposition to, xvii
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Adam and Eve, xxi
Alighieri, Dante, xxi, xxx
Baudelaire, Charles, xxvi
Birmingham Museum and Art Gallery, xxx
Blake, Catherine, xxix
Blair, Robert, xxix
But You Always Returned Claiming Me Completely [Pl. 58]
(Camber Porter), xxix, 30
Camber Porter, Melinda
bio and list of works, 101–102, 105–112
introduction by, xxv–xxxiii
Cézanne, Paul, xxx
Christian Church, xvii
Cromek, Robert H., xxix
da Rimini, Francesca, xxx
Divine Comedy, The (Dante), xxx
Dalí, Salvador, xxix
Doig, Dr. Allan, xv
Dürer, Albrecht, xxx
For L [Pl. 83] (Camber Porter), xix, xxii, 82
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watercolor, as medium, xvi, xviii
Whirlwind of Lovers (Blake), xxx
You Find Infinity (Camber Porter), xviii, xx
Your Ecstasy, My Desire [Pl. 72] (Camber Porter), xxi, 59
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Renaissance, The, xxvi
Resurrection (Camber Porter), xx
Revolving Love and Hatred Remakes the Stream of Life
[Pl. 87] (Camber Porter), xx, 91
sex, Blake’s view of, xvi
Songs of Innocence (Blake), xxvi–xviii, xxx
Songs of Innocence and of Experience (Blake), xxxi
soul and body, as unity, xix
spiritual and material world, relationship between, xvi
Stations of the Cross, xxv
Tate Gallery, The, xvi
The Fertility of Buried Souls (Camber Porter), xxi
The World is Warm Again [Pl. 7, Vol. 2, No. 2]
(Camber Porter), xxviii
Tibetan Book of the Living and the Dead, The, xxv
Titian, xvii
Triptych Series (Camber Porter), xx
Turner, xvii
Urizen (Blake), xxi
Virgil, xxviii
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Blake Press fall 2015 Publications from the Melinda Camber Porter Archive of Creative Works:
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Eugenio Montale, Milan, Italy 1976
Foreward by Canio Pavone
Montale won the 1975 Nobel Prize in Literature
Volume, 1 Number 1: Ebook (ISBN: 978-1-942231-15-8) Available now. Hardcover: December 2015
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Roy Lichtenstein: Green Street Mural 1983
Volume 1, Number 2: Ebook (ISBN: 978-942231-16-5) Available now. Hardcover December 2015
Melinda Camber Porter In Conversation With Wim Wenders, Paris, Texas 1983
Volume 1, Number 3: Ebook (ISBN: 978-1-942231-18-9) Available October. Hardcover: December 2015
Fashion In The Time Of Queen Elizabeth I (1558-1603)
Foreward: Robbie Lyle
Volume 2, Number 1: Ebook (ISBN: 978-1-942231-10-3) Available October. Hardcover: December 2015
Luminous Bodies: Circles of Celebration
Foreward by Peter Trippi, editor of Fine Art Conniosseur
Volume 2, Number 2: Ebook (ISBN: 978-1-942231-12-7) October 2015. Hardcover: December 2015
Luminous Bodies: Circles of Mourning
Foreward by Robin Hamlyn, Senior Curator London Tate Museum
Volume 2, Number 3: Ebook (ISBN: 978-1-942231-14-1) Available now. Hardcover: December 2015
www.MelindaCamberPorter.com	
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